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KITCHEN
CUT
LEADING
THE WAY
WITH
NEW
GATEWAY!
Kitchen CUT launches new product to revolutionalise the
supplier/vendor relationship.
Kitchen CUT are excited to have
launched their ground breaking new
Supplier Gateway, an innovative,
free global trading platform, built
specifically for hospitality suppliers
and vendors.
For suppliers, it’s fast, easy-to-use and
completely accessible, offering instant
integration with customers; for vendors,
it cuts the cost of trading, simplifies
the supply chain, and makes the whole
purchasing process cheaper, more time
efficient and more transparent.
In a recent survey of F&B suppliers in the
UK, over 75% of respondents said that
their single biggest frustration about
using third party systems was being
forced to pay additional charges for
trading with their own customers. With
the new Gateway, that is all about to
change.
The Kitchen CUT Gateway is a
completely FREE service, encouraging
fair trade, industry growth, shared
success and ultimately a sustainable
service level to our restaurant
customers; all of whom share the
pressure in a tough financial market.
Talking about the product launch,
Simon Haynes, Kitchen CUT’s CTO,
said:“The KC Gateway is a brand new
service, providing instant integration
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and a direct link to suppliers. We know
managing product price changes, online
ordering and transactional processing
takes up valuable time and so we
developed the Gateway as a time-saving
and efficient solution to benefit both
operators and suppliers.”
The Gateway is the latest innovation
from Kitchen CUT, a system that helps
to transform every element of an F&B
business allowing control wherever you
are, with access from any device. The
full Purchase-to-Pay system includes
features such as Supplier Management,
Allergen Tracking, Nutritional Analysis,
Recipe Costing & Menu Planning, Stock
Control, Wastage Tracking and Buffet
Analysis among many others. Kitchen
CUT combines an understanding of

operational pressures with insightful
and detailed financial performance
reporting, whatever the size of your
business - from a single unit, to a
multi-site operation that spans different
regions or even countries.
With a packed development plan and
even more technological advances
planned for 2018 into 2019, there are
more exciting things to come from
Kitchen CUT.
Suppliers can book a free
demonstration of the Kitchen
CUT Gateway by emailing
suppliers@kitchencut.com, call
+44 (0) 330 113 0050 or visit
www.kitchencut.com to find out more
and sign up for a free trial.

